DAILY ASSIGNMENT (Updated)

due: Tuesday, February 11, 8:30 am

Hand your answers back to me either via email (kvollmay@bucknell.edu) as textfile (not word document) or as hardcopy.

1. Do exercise 3a. Use the flow chart, which I showed in class.

2. What of this assignment and the last class did you find most interesting and/or most difficult?

Solutions:
kvollmay/classes.dir/capstone_s2003.dir/game_of_life.dir/game1.cc
kvollmay/classes.dir/capstone_s2003.dir/game_of_life.dir/game2a_ifelse.cc
kvollmay/classes.dir/capstone_s2003.dir/game_of_life.dir/game2a_mod.cc